New and Improved formula designed specifically for health, wellness and bather comfort

Experience a
n e w l eve l i n m i n e ra l
water bathing

Why Acquatherepé?
Mineral water bathing is nothing new. For millennia, people have
sought out the mineral springs and seas across the globe for the
healing and relaxation properties.
Many mineral blends claim to emulate the same benefits of the mineral
waters you may find in nature, but these are best suited to the lakes,
springs or seas they originate from. When used in a swimming pool
however, these blends simply do not work, or they are diluted so much
from the natural reality they are rendered ineffective.
The new Acquatherepé blend by AstralPool has been designed to provide the best
blend of minerals at specific ratios for a pool environment. All with the purpose to ensure
caring for your new mineral pool is simple, without compromising on quality and comfort.

Feel the difference

AstralPool have a great range of products to bring
your new Acquatherepé mineral pool to life and, in
turn, provide you with years of exceptional mineral
water bathing experience.
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A refreshing new mineral blend
Acquatherepé’s new formula has taken into account all the
working components of your pool, ensuring it all works seamlessly and effectively. The key is to keep things balanced, just
as your pool water needs balance. For the minerals to work
effectively and provide all the desired benefits such as feelings of relaxation, bather comfort and increased water clarity
to name a few, the minerals need to be at the ideal ratio for
your pool environment. Too much or too little of one element can
negatively impact the water and performance of your equipment.
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How to
Acquatherepé can be easily added to any existing
pool by using our Acquatherepé Transform product.
For a liquid chlorine pool, simply add 1 x bag of
Acquatherepé Transform for every 25,000L; then
adding 1 x bag every 6 months to maintain water
feel and quality.
If you have an existing saltwater pool, add 1 x
bag of Acquatherepé Transform for every 25,000L
for the initial change over, then use Acquatherepé
10kg bag when you need to top up your salt levels.
Or for all new pools use 4-5 bags of
Acquatherepé for every 10,000L. Then simply add
the required Acquatherepé 10kg bag when your
‘add salt’ light comes on.
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Australian made
Acquatherepé is a great Aussie story; the formula
was developed and patented here in Australia. All
minerals—where possible*—are sustainability and
locally sourced (such as solar evaporation fields off
the pristine waters around the Great Australia Bight
and the Mid Queensland coastlines).
Acquatherepé is also bagged locally and distributed
to all our dealers and outlets around the country.
Best of all, it helps our local suppliers provide jobs
and support their local communities.

*some minerals are not available in commercial quantities from Australia
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